Widespread industrial products, which are usually texture-less, are mainly represented with 3D boundary representation (B-Rep) model for designing and manufacturing, hence the pose estimation of texture-less object based on B-Rep model is worthy of much studying in industrial inspection. In view of such facts that surfaces are much crucial both to construction of B-Rep model and to recognition of real object, the edges of the visible surfaces in each aspect view of B-Rep model are computed and the edges in a search image containing real B-Rep objects are extracted with modified Hough algorithm. Secondly, the two edge sets are converted into the metric space for comparison, where each edge is expressed with the tetrad of edge length, angle of middle point, angle of perpendicular axis, and length of perpendicular axis. In that way, the pose of real B-Rep object in a search image is estimated by comparing the edge set of every aspect view with the edge set of the search image with the bipartite graph matching algorithm. The corresponding experiment was taken with some products in national design reservoir (NDR), and it verified the effectiveness of the texture-less pose estimation approach based on B-Rep model.
Introduction
The research of pose estimation and orientation of industrial products, which are typically metallic and texture-less, has fascinated humans in the recent years due to industrial applications and augmented reality. It is the key process to match 3D object features with 2D image features to determine the existence and pose of the object in scenes in a variety of vision tasks related to object recognition [1] [2] [3] . So 3D object representation or 3D model becomes the first important problem to solve in advance, as for industrial object, 3D representation has existed in fact before manufacturing. Generally speaking, 3D mesh model is currently the dominant for visualization and display in the general field; however, industrial products are extensively designed and manufactured according to boundary representation (B-Rep) model. B-Rep is directly consisted of geometry features such as surfaces and edges, which generally follows Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) to share and exchange in heterogeneous design and manufacture platforms.
From a neuropsychological point of view, surfaces are the primary factors of 3D object recognition. 3D shapes are spatial configurations of surface fragments encoded by IT neurons [4] . Ecological psychologist Gibson regarded that the composition and layout of surfaces to be perceived constitute what they afford [5] . Gestalt psychologists try to settle how local discontinuities in motion or depth are evaluated with respect to object boundaries and surfaces, and it hints that surfaces and their boundaries be the enhanced and ultimate cognitive elements of objects [6] . Similarly, Marr believed that 3D shape representation is to describe surface geometry [1] . The surface-based representation of 3D object is the intermediate stage between the image-based representation and 3D shape representation [7] . As a matter of fact, B-Rep model is just surface centered and usually converted into an adjacent attributed surface graph (AAG) in order to recognize and analyze, while the edges that make up the surface boundary are the most crucial visual attributes of surfaces. At mean time, it is mentioned that edges are the most fundamental image features, for instance, they are first located by Gabor filters in the current deep learning mechanism.
In this paper, we first set up the metric space about edges in order to compare the edges from aspect views of B-Rep model and the search image, and propose an algorithm about the pose estimation of texture-less object in the search image based on B-Rep model. In view that surfaces are as the crucial visual and functional features from ecological psychology and affordance theory [5] , moreover, considering that surfaces are also the core elements in B-Rep model, surfaces are first extracted from the neutral STEP file of B-Rep model, and then the edges of surface boundary are picked up to constitute the feature set of B-Rep model. Secondly, when the B-Rep model is projected to generate a number of aspect views that make up an aspect graph, the edge sets from each aspect view that correspond to certain pose parameters are computed for next matching. In the same way, the edges in the search image containing real B-Rep object are detected and merged according to contiguity and continuity rule, and then the search image is characterized into the edge set. Now the object pose can be estimated by matching the bipartite graph of two edge sets from the search image and one of aspect views of B-Rep model.
In practice, some same problems like in [8] need to be solved. After placing the camera on one virtual sphere with constant radius centered at the B-Rep model center, we ensure the translation invariance and scale invariance by normalizing the two edge sets in the metric space, and the rotation invariance due to edge-pairwise comparison in a bipartite graph matching, because the origin of coordinate system is at the center, all B-Rep models are within the unit sphere, and the bipartite graph matching is the only best regardless of edge orientations.
Another problem, object off-center, is that the object does not appear in the center of the search image. In fact, since this problem is not related aspect views, it can be solved by partially matching aspect views with the search image. Meanwhile, this method can solve the partial occlusion problem.
One main contribution of this paper is that the aspect graph of B-Rep model can provide more accurate and fast alignment references because the edges are the inherent and direct geometry features of B-Rep model. It provides the simple edge comparison that the two edge sets are converted into the four-dimension metric space. Moreover, the bipartite graph matching is more complete and accurate in the comparison of the two edge sets than the template matching.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the related literature. In Section 3, the metric space for edge comparison and bipartite graph matching algorithm are set up. The surface attributes of B-Rep model and the characteristics of projected surface edges in aspect views are analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5, the edges in the search image containing the real B-Rep object are detected and simplified. The object pose estimation based on the edge bipartite graph matching algorithm is described in Section 6. The experiment results are discussed in Section 7.
Related work
Approaches for 3D object recognition in a single image have been extensively studied. Reference [2] described the overviews of object recognition from the passive approaches and the active approaches, and alluded that titillating evidences from neuroscience motivated radically to rethink the solution to 3D object recognition. It indicated that detectors paid more attention to shape properties than to color or texture properties, for example, local shape features, medial axis or skeleton, Fourier descriptors, edge direction histograms, and so on. In addition, the chain of k-connected approximately straight boundary aimed at the calculated edges in outdoor images as it simulates the certain characteristics of human visual system [9] . Coarse and refined object recognition were performed by SIFT features of interesting points in images [10] . Other common shape features included bounding ellipses, curvature scale-space, elastic models, and edge direction histograms [11] in CBIR systems. Fergus detected all the curves by Canny edge operator, and each curve was split into independent segments at its bi-tangent points to obtain feature vector of the curve [12] . The singularities or shocks in medial axes of shape outlines were used to segment the skeleton of the object into a tree-like structure called shock graph [13] . There were other shape detector like a log-polar histogram of points in object boundary [14] , the orientations and principle curvatures of visible patch [15] . Unlike above, the part-based approaches provide high level volumetric parts such as generalized cylinders and super-quadrics to reduce the search space [16, 17] . Though the methods based on descriptors of feature points can decrease run-time computational complexity, they were not suitable for shiny metal surfaces [18] .
Nonetheless, the aforementioned methods were not specifically devised for the detection of texture-less objects. Current texture-less object detectors mainly involve edge/gradient-based template matching [19, 20] , BOLD [21] , gradient orientation [22] , line [23] , and curve [24] . Some other texture-less detectors also consider depth information from RGB-D data [25, 26] . Combining with the detectors, the search space of aspect views is reduced using prior knowledge [27] or scale-space hierarchical model [8] . A purely edgebased method was presented for real-time scalable detection of texture-less objects in 2D images [28] . A regularized, auto-context regression framework iteratively reduces uncertainty in object coordinate and detects multiple objects by a single RGB image [29] . 3D object was detected and pose was estimated only from color images [30] . In this paper, the edges are directly selected from the STEP file of B-Rep model, and then converted into the edge set of aspect views in the metric space as accurate reference. Meanwhile, the edge set of the search image are extracted by using modified Hough transformation. The comparison of the two edge sets is completed to estimate the object pose with a bipartite graph matching algorithm.
Metric space
We set up the metric space about edge to compare the edge sets from the aspect views of B-Rep model and the search image. The four properties of edge, called an edge tetrad, is used to evaluate the similarity of two edges, seen in Fig. 1 , which can uniquely determine a line section. In the four-dimension metric space, similarity distance satisfies the triangular equality. An edge tetrad is (l, alpha, theta, r), the edge length is l, the angle of middle point is alpha, the angle of perpendicular axis to the edge is theta, and the length of perpendicular axis is r.
Meanwhile, the bipartite graph matching algorithm, itself rotation invariant, is used in the tetrad metric space to compare the two edge sets from the aspect views of B-Rep model and the search image. Furthermore, the two sets need also be normalized beforehand in the metric space for translation and scale invariance. For simple calculation, the curve edges of surface boundary in B-Rep model are segmented and approximated as a series of line sections. While surfaces in 3D B-Rep model are projected into 2D views, each aspect view is consisted of the line sections represented with the tetrads. At mean time, the edge tetrads are extracted and converted from the search image with image processing algorithms such as the combination of Canny Operator and Hough transformation.
During the matching of bipartite graph, the distance matrix A need to be calculated in advance, and each value of the matrix is the distance of a pair of edge tetrad separately from one of aspect view and the search image.
What makes this measure robust against occlusion and clutter is the fact that if some features are missing, either in the aspect view of B-Rep model or in the search image, the observed edges will lead to the random match with idle elements or noise edges, which will overall contribute to the larger distance sum. In order to obtain estimation robustness, the matched edge pairs in the bipartite graph are divided into two groups, in which one group, called the nearest edge pairs, has the nearest the minimum distances, and another has larger distances. The group with minimum distance returns the more precise correspondences between the aspect view of B-Rep model and the search image, which help to pick up the edges affected not by occlusion or clutter, as detailed in Section 6.
4 Method-the edge set of an aspect view of BRep model B-Rep model are designed and stored in proprietary file format in different CAD platform, and these files are generally transformed into STEP files for transferring, sharing, exchanging, and displaying in heterogeneous CAD environments. B-Rep model is a kind of hierarchical organization in STEP file: solid, topological shell, topological advanced face, geometrical surface or polygon, topological loop, topological-oriented edge, topological edge curve, geometrical curve or line, topological vertex point, Cartesian point. The surfaces of industrial products bear a variety of functional semantics and reflect design intents, and they are spontaneously the core elements in B-Rep model, which is transformed into adjacent attributed surfaces graph for easy analysis. Surface attributes are mainly expressed by the boundary edges. The surfaces in B-Rep model are divided into three types: free surface, elementary surface, and polygon. Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) is the only mathematical approach to define free surfaces in STEP. Elementary surfaces include conic, sphere, torus, and so on. Polygon is a planar loop closed with curves or lines, in which the curves are NURBS curves or elementary curves. 
The boundary of any surface type is closed with interconnecting curves and lines at endpoints. A curve is further segmented into some sections at inflection points or extreme curvature points such as maximum curvature and zero curvature [31] , and each curve section approximates to a straight line, as shown in Fig. 2 
An aspect graph is a series of projection views of 3D object in certain directions from virtual sphere centered at the model center. An aspect graph contains the stable views of the model and the processes from one stable view to another stable view. An aspect view is consisted of the visible surfaces along the projecting direction. An aspect graph is off-line converted into the reference to store the pose parameters of B-Rep model, as shown in Fig. 3 . An aspect graph is produced according to the evenly spaced intervals of longitude and latitude of the view sphere. Due to normalizing the edges from the aspect views and the search image, the radial freedom need not to be considered. Higher aspect density helps to obtain the more refined pose, but it increases the matching computational complexity. Though we reduce the aspect density with the hierarchical views [8] , the intervals of longitude angle and latitude angle are not optimized here.
Compared to the mesh model, it is difficult precisely to remove all hidden lines of the large surfaces in B-Rep model. In order to decrease the complexity of project computation, we simply determine projective visibility via the surface normal made up of the three random points in each surface boundary.
The edge set of a search image
Edges in an image have prominent change of gray values in certain directions, which have the characteristics of less calculation and abundant information. Surface boundaries as essential visual features are closed with straight lines, convex curves, and concave curves. Furthermore, the projection of straight line section retains same shape or point, and the projection of convex or concave curve retains same shape or straight line in 2D projecting space. Therefore, it is crucial to detect lines and curves in the search image to match the edges of the aspect view of B-Rep model. In the case that line sections approximate the short convex and concave curves by extending line width or pixel number in width, line edges and curve edges in the search image can be detected with generalized Hough algorithm.
Sometimes, the same line is disconnected though the endpoints are very near; another occasion is that some endpoints are more dense, and these two types of point overlap in some regions. According to contiguity rule and continuity rule, these points need be merged into one point with the nearest neighbor clustering in metric space.
In another more frequent case that the camera calibration such as focal length is unknown, the image normalization is used to eliminate the scale difference and reduce the projection distortion. The B-Rep object is usually not in the center of the image in most cases; The two sets from an aspect view and the search image actually form an incomplete bipartite graph, and the mapping relation can be optimized by the bipartite graph matching algorithm, thus the minimum sum of distances of the two edge sets means the best match. For simple calculation, the empty element ϕ is first inserted in the smaller set for the equal number of elements in the two sets, then the computation of distance sum of edge pairs is now the optimal bipartite graph matching, shown in Fig. 5 . The element number m determines the computation complexity, and the complexity of Kuhn-Munkres [32] , which is a popular optimal bipartite graph matching algorithm, is n 2 + nn, so the computation complexity is O(n 2 ) in the worst case. In these cases, the pose estimation of B-Rep object in the search image can be realized, and the algorithm is as follows: Canny detector, Hough detector. 5. The edge set of the search image is normalized and converted into the metric space. 6. Compute the distance matrix between the two sets in the metric space, then the minimum distance sum and the matched edges with the bipartite graph matching algorithm, i.e., Kuhn-Munkres. 
7. Divided the matched edges into two groups. 8. The pose is estimated according to the minimum distance sum and the ratio of the nearest edge pairs.
The matching accuracy is affected by some parameters. The edge number of an aspect view is usually less than the search image, and it is difficult to specify the distance between the inserted empty elements and an edge. At initial stage, the empty distance is equal to the maximum in the distance matrix; however, if the specified distance value is too high, some matches with the minimum distance may be overridden. The occlusion problem is similar to the empty distance due to the loss of some inherent points in the search image. In the case of occlusion, the range about the minimum distance in the nearest edge pairs needs to be evaluated. Likewise, the aforementioned threshold in the nearest neighbor clustering need be specified based on experience to merge better.
In view of the conditions, a learning mechanism is proposed to determine these parameters. Inputting the aspect graphs and the search images from the training set, and outputting the specified distances, and the parameters are iteratively adjusted. The training set includes some simple geometry shapes such as cubes and cylinders, as shown in Fig. 6 .
In the learning mechanism, the parameters are adjusted by using regular 3D models such as boxes and cylinders.
Results and discussion

Accuracy
In general, the more complicated objects have more edges; consequently, the algorithm need more the Evaluations are checked in various cases such as different shaped objects (rounded and sharp bracket), different densities of aspect graphs, different focal lengths, as well as different parameters before and after learning. Suppose the longitude angle is σ, the latitude angle is τ, the estimated pose is ep, the true pose is tp, and the pose error rate er is defined to measure the accuracy in pose estimation:
Ten different poses of each object are randomly selected to compute the error rates.
1) Rounded and sharp brackets
Because curves are segmented into line sections in B-Rep model, the aspect views as the references were little affected by the rounded shapes; however, the edge set of the search image greatly fluctuated due to the curved edges even though generalized Hough transformation has been adjusted well, as shown in Fig. 7 . However, the edges of B-Rep model are ready-made and determined by its intrinsic properties, so they are constant in any project direction.
2) The focal length
It can be deduced that the focal length difference Δdcauses the deviation in the normalized aspect views by the formula:
Thus the shape distortion and change are not related with the change of focal length.
3) Different densities of aspect graphs
The intervals of longitude angle and latitude angle are evenly split here, the more density KK the more runtime, but the less pose error rate, seen in Fig. 8 . After all, the indexes are different according to the complexity of object such as cubes and brackets.
4) Before and after learning
Under no occlusion, by adjusting the parameters such as dmax and dmin, which are the thresholds of the maximum distance and minimum distance between the edges from two edge sets, the error rate can reduce, for instance, at least 15% at the density of 24.
Robustness
The robustness to occlusion and clutter is inspected in Fig. 9 , and the brackets could be correctly found. A rounded object and a sharp object are picked according to five sequences in which the objects were randomly occluded by 0, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%, respectively. For each sequence, the images were randomly added with some other shapes such as pipes and boxes. Figure 9 shows the pose error rates with respect to the amount of clutter and occlusion. It can be seen that the error rate of rounded objects increases with high occlusion, and the rate of sharp objects is not significantly influenced by the amount of clutter and occlusion.
The parameters need to be adjusted, including the coefficient of the empty distance based on the maximum distance, the coefficient of non-occlusion distance based on the minimum distance, and the gap in Canny and Hough detectors. The parameters before and after learning affect the error rate in Fig. 10 . The major limitation of our approach is that the algorithm of extracting edges from the search image is not slightly suitable for rounded shapes for replacing arcs with lines, so the accuracy for such objects is worse than the objects with sharp edges.
Conclusions
Texture-less industrial products are represented as B-Rep model in designing and manufacturing. In the paper, the edges and surfaces of B-Rep model are selected from STEP files, the aspect views of B-Rep model are obtained according to projection transformation, and the edge sets of aspect views as the accurate references are represented in the metric space. Similarly, the edges are detected from the search image containing B-Rep object according to Hough transformation, and the edge set is also represented in the metric space. The poses of texture-less industrial object is estimated by matching the bipartite graph of the two edge sets from the search image and the aspect views. It is confirmed that our approach is feasible, though there are still some problems to be solved. The accuracy of pose estimation needs to be adjusted by optimizing the above extracting and matching algorithms; in addition, the industrial object benchmark based on B-Rep model needs to be established in order to check the effectiveness and efficiency of the related algorithms. 
